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Music & Technology — Day 1
Welcome to the third week of our Music & Culture: Home Learning Program!
This week, we will explore music and Technology!
Technology is the use of knowledge to create new tools and devices. So how
exactly does technology relate to music? Each day, we will look at a different
way that technology helps us enjoy our favourite music!
1. How do you listen to music? How many different ways can you think of?

We can listen to music in two different ways: live or recorded.
Live Music is when we listen to musicians as they perform in real-time!
Recorded Music is a digital or mechanical copy of a musician performing!
2. Would you rather listen to live music or recorded music? Why?

3. Imagine that you are asked to create the theme song for 3 different movies!
Use words to describe how your music would sound!
Description of Movie
A documentary about
the Ocean
An action movie set in a
Rain Forest
A documentary about
Farming
A scary movie set in a
haunted house

Words to describe the music you would create!
Example: The music would sound very big and would
have the sounds of waves, bubbles, and sea creatures
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Music & Technology — Day 2
Meet the Blue Man Group! The Blue Men Group is well known for the blue
paint they wear, and the wacky instruments they have created using
technology! Watch the Blue Man Group perform at the following webpage:
https://youtu.be/qTJfITfbYNA
1. The Blue Man Group uses technology to invent their own instruments! As
you watch the video, draw three of the strange instruments you see.
Next, explain how the Blue Men play the instrument and what it sounds like!
Draw the Instrument!

How is it played?

What does it sound like?

1.

2.

3.

2. If you were in the Blue Man Group, what kind of music would you play?
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Music & Technology — Day 3
Today, we will use technology to create our own music! Before we get
started, you will first need to gather a few items:
▢ 5-10 Glass Jars of equal size (or glass cups)
▢ A small metal spoon
▢ A jug of water
1. Line up the empty glass jars in front of you!
2. Starting from the left, fill each glass jar with more and more water!

3. Gently tap the side of each glass jar with your metal spoon! What do you
notice about the sound of each glass jar?

Time to get creative!
4. Just like the image above, give each glass jar a number beginning with #1!
Using your spoon, tap the following song!
3 2 1 2 3 3 3 — 2 2 2 — 3 3 3 — 3 2 1 2 3 3 3 —  2 2 3 2 1
Can you figure out what the mystery song is? If not, try it again!
Now try creating your own songs!
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Music & Technology — Day 4
Musicians and sound artists often use computers or other types of
technology to create music! Did you know that some technologists have
programmed computers to make new music?
Today, we will meet AIVA! Listen to AIVA’s music at the following webpage:
https://youtu.be/Emidxpkyk6o
AIVA is not like the other composers we have met so far. Acting like a human,
AIVA is actually a computer program. This is called artificial intelligence!
1. Who do you think the real composer is? AIVA, or the technologists who
programmed AIVA?

2. Who can be more creative: A human or a programmed machine? Why?

3. Imagine that you are the technologist programming your own machine to
write new music. It is your job to teach your new program what the music
should sound like by setting “rules.” Enter your rules in the table below!
What should music sound like?

What should music NOT sound like?

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.
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Music & Technology — Day 5
Have you ever seen someone speak through a megaphone before? Perhaps
you have seen someone play a trombone, or maybe a tuba! What do these
items have in common? They all have a bell or cone shape used to amplify
sound!
Today, we will use technology to create our own speaker! Before we get
started, you will first need to gather a few items:
▢ A paper towel roll
▢ A paper or plastic cup
▢ A pencil

▢ A pair of scissors
▢ Decorations (tape, markers, etc…)
▢ A mobile phone for playing music

1. Follow the instructions to create your own speaker!
Instructions

1. Trace the end of the paper towel
roll on the side of the paper cup!

2. Use the scissors to cut the circle
out of the cup. Be very careful!

3. Cut a slit in the paper towel roll
big enough to hold a mobile
phone! Add decorations!

4. Put it all together and try it out!
Be sure that the phone speaker
is inside of the paper towel roll!

Follow along!
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Words of the Week!
People
Blue Man Group - A group of musicians known for their blue facepaint
Words
AIVA - A computer program designed to generate new music
Amplify - To make sounds louder
Artificial Intelligence - The ability for a machine to think and learn
Composer - Someone who creates and writes down new music
Knowledge - Information and skills learned through experience
Live Music - Music performed and listened to in real-time
Megaphone - A cone-shaped device used to amplify the voice
Recorded Music - A digital or mechanical copy of music
Technology - The use of knowledge to create new tools and devices

